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Abstract- From thousands of years back our predecessors have invented several ways of passing information in hidden form
with other objects like papyrus scroll, cryptex etc. As decades crossed through earth's vein we are getting matured and
invented several steganographic systems for message passing. The availability of internet in every corner of the universe
forced the user of steganographic systems to invent and implement a better secured algorithm for encryption and decryption
of text. Here framework will embed text string into digital colour images and the text that is embedded is perceptually
invisible to Human Visual System (HVS). Many text steganographic systems are available that are passing the text with
digital media as a form of message digest that can be hacked easily. Here this algorithm supersedes the conventional
algorithms. Instead of forming message digest first a 32-bit secret key will be provided by the encrypter and that is applied
on the text with a hash function. On the other end if an intruder tries to perform the extraction of the text with a wrong
secret key, he will not be succeeded. In the proposed framework the information of Red (R), Green (G) & Blue (B) values
of the pixels of the host colour image are retrieved.
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I Introduction
For the Data Communication, the security of data
transmission is taken into account. The steganographic
system attains the high priority for data communication.
The key aesthetics of this kind of systems are- quality of
encrypted image and security. The digital watermarking
and steganography techniques are used for secure data
transmission[2]. For vedio authentication also the
steganographic systems are used[3] [4] [5]. In the
steganographic system, the text messages is passed along
with the image by inserting the text directly to LSBs of
the image pixel's. This method has some drawbacks, that
are•

•

The text which is present in the image can be
considered as separate part and that can be taken out
easily.
Collaborating the LSBs from the pixels of encrypted
image is absolutely easy.

The proposed framework overcomes these
drawbacks. Instead of directly inserting the text in colour
image, the embedding the text in LSBs of image is done to
from the encrypted image. For embedding the text into
image, first pseudo text is generated. The pseudo text is
generated from 32-bit secret key and HASH function. At
the extraction end, the text is extracted with the help of
secret key. If the hackers try with an improper key, then
the text extracted is not extracted. The pseudo text is used
at the embedding side so collaborating of the LSBs also
not easy. Without the HASH function and secret key the
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conversion of pseudo byte stream to original text byte byte
stream cannot be done.
II.Embedding The Text
The pseudo text is embedded into the LSBs of host
image. That pseudo text is generated from 32-bit key and
HASH function[1]. The schematic diagram for embedding
the text is shown in figure 1.

Figure1: Embedding Text
The input is converted to pixel.
A. Pixel: From the image the R,G,B pixel values are
taken. The image contains 256*256 pixels of R,G,B.
For simplicity i am considering gray scale image that
contains only matrix of 256*256. However the entire
design will be developed on R,G,B format using 3
matrix information. From the pixel values only LSB
bits are taken. This pixel values are converted to
binary form.
B. L1: Only the lower bit pixel value are considered.
Make the LSBs to zero. From this 8-bit and with the
help of key HASH function is generated.
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C. 32- bit key: This key is in binary form.
D. HASH: The HASH function is the long sequence of
bits. For long specified data(key) HASH function will
generate 160 bits of data as a HASH value for the
applied 32-bit key. For HASH function generation
secure hash algorithm is used. Secure HASH Algorith1 is most widely used of the existing SHA hash
function. It produces 160- bit message digest. It differs
from previous SHA-0 algorithm by single bit-wise
rotation in the message schedule. So that SHA-1
produce the more security than SHA-0. SHA-1
appears to provide greater resistance to attacks,
supporting the change increased security.
Figure 3: Extracting text
From the encrypted image pseudo text is taken. And make
the LSB values zero to form HASH function.

Figure 2: SHA-1
The figure2 shows the one iteration within the
SHA-1 compression function. A, B, C, D and E are 32-bit
words of the state. F is a nonlinear function that varies.
n denotes a left bit rotation by n places. n varies for
each operation. Wt is the expanded message word of round
t. Kt is the round constant of round t. denotes addition
modulo 232.
The SHA-1 produces 160-bit message digest. Four
modulo addition are used, so four round shift operation are
done. With the help of expanded message word and
constant key the message digest is produced.
E. ASCII text: Text is converted to ASCII form with
the help of ASCII table. That ASCII bit is converted
to binary form.
F. Pseudo text: The binary converted ASCII text is
XORed with HASH function which is generated
from SHA-1 algorithm. It produces pseudo text.
G. Encrypted image: The pseudo text is embedded in
the zero LSBs, this produces the encrypted
image(EI).
III Extracting The Text

A. Pseudo Text: The pseudo text is taken from encrypted
image. The pseudo text is generated by HASH
function and ASCII text.
B. L1: Only the lower bit pixel values are considered.
Make the LSBs to zero. From this 8-bit and with the
help of key HASH function is generated.
C. 32-bit key: This is the secret key. This is in the binary
form.
D. HASH: The HASH function is generated from 32-bit
and LSBs. It produces the long sequence of binary
bits. For the HASH function generation SHA-1
algorithm is used. The HASH function will generate
160 bits data as a HASH value for the applied 32-bit
key.
E. ASCII text: ASCII text is produced by XORing
pseudo text with HASH. The same HASH is used
which is used for encryption side. So it produce the
text which is present in the pseudo text. That text is in
the ASCII form.
F. Text: The ASCII text which is obtained is converted
back to text string. The same text which is embedded
in the encryption side is obtained.
IV System Implementation
Implementation is carried out in Labview. Labview
implementation of pixel value extraction, shift register,
ASCII conversion and pseudo text generation are given
below.

The pseudo text is extracted from the image with the help
of secret key and HASH function. The text is in the ASCII
form. Then that is converted back to text string. The block
diagram for extracting the text is shown in figure3.
A.Pixel value extraction
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Array Function converts an integer or fixed-point number
to a Boolean array.
II. D.Psuedo text generation

Figure 4: Front panel for pixel value extraction
Figure 4 shows the block diagram of pixel value
extraction. The input of this is the camera man image. The
JPEG block reads a JPEG file and creates the data
necessary to display the file in a picture control. The
output of JPEG file is given to the draw flattened block. It
draws a 1-, 4-, or 8-bit pixmap or a 24-bit RGB pixmap
into a picture.

Figure 7: Front panel
III. The block diagram for pseudo text generation is
shown in figure 7. XOR gate Computes the logical
exclusive or (XOR) of the inputs. Both inputs must be
Boolean values, numeric values, or error clusters. One
input is HASH function and other input is ACSII
converted text.
V Conclusion

B.Shift Register
Figure 5 shows the block diagram of shift register.
Increment function adds 1 to the input value. And for loop
executes its sub diagram n times, where n is the value
wired to the count (N) terminal.

Encryption algorithm is able to embed text strings
into the colour host images. The pixel values of the image
are taken. Shift register is implemented and which will be
used to produce the HASH function. The ASCII form of
text is converted to Boolean. Pseudo will be generated by
XORing the HASH function and text. In the encrypted
image the embedded text is entirely invisible. The text
extraction framework is blind that guarantees except the
secret key nothing is needed to extract the hidden text from
encrypted image. The 32-bit secret key and an efficient
hash function ensure high security aspects.
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